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The Story or an Invention. 

It may not be generally known that an important inven
tion in connection with the manufacture of carpets originated 
as follows: An operative weaver, in one of the largest estab
lishments in this country, was engaged in weaving a carpet 
that in its finished stage would appear as a velvet pile. At 
that period this description of carpet was woven much in the 
manner of Brussels, the loops being afterward cut by hand 
-a slow and costly process. These loops are formed by the 
insertion of wires of the requisite thickness to form the 
loop; they are then withdrawn. This weaver-whether by 
cogitation or as the result of a bright thought-came to the 
conclusion that if these wires were so constructed as, 
on being withdrawn, to cut the loops, thus instantly 
completing the formation of the pile, it would be a 
great saving of la1)or and time, and a great economy. 
Taking one of the rods, he changed its form to the 
required shape, ground a knife edge upon it, took it 
to his looms, and inserted it into the web-all the 
while maintaining strict secrecy-and with some de-
gree of excitement watched its weaving down until 
the moment for its withdrawal. This came, the rod 
was drawn out, the loops were cut, and the experi. 
ment was a perfect success, the pile being cut with 
great evenness. 

The weaver, with a shrewdness often wanting in 
inventors, doubled up the rod and hid it away, wove 
down the line of cut loops upon the roll, then 
"knocked off," or stopped his loom, and proceeded 
to the office of the mill, where he demanded to see 
the principal. The clerk demurred to this, asking if 
he himself could not do all that was required; butno, 
the weaver persisted. 'l'hen the manager tried, but 
with the same result; only the principal would suit 
the weaver. The employer was informed of the op
erative's persistence in determining to see him; so he 
at once ordered him to be admitted. This was done, 
and the weaver stepped into the well furnished and 
handsomely carpeted office of the manufacturer. 
His employer addressed him: "Well, John" (for so 
we will call him), "what is it you want?" "Well, 
maister, I've getten summut yo mun hev," replied 
John. "Wodn't yo like a way ut makkin t' loom 
cut th' velvet piles?" continued the weaver. "Yes! 
that I would!" replied the employer; "and I will 
reward any man handsomely who brings me a plan 
of doing it," added he. "Awm yore mon, then," 
said the operative. "Wod'll yo gi' me?" he further 
asked. After some further conversation a bargain 
was struck, and a sum agreed upon, which the 
weaver should be entitled to claim in the event of 
his plan for automatically cutting the pile of the car
pet being a success. Arrangements were made for 
its trial; the weaver made his preparations; the 
master, the manager, and one or two confidential em
ployes gathered around the loom upon which the experi
ment had to be made, all others being sent outside the range 
of observation. The new form of wires were inserted, woven 
down, and withdrawn, leaving a well cut pile upon the face 
of the carpet. The weaver had won his reward, for it was 
honorably paid. An annuity of £100 was settled upon him, 
which he continued to enjoy until within a recent date, and 
for anything we know to the contrary may be enjoying yet. 
Re retired from the weaving shed, determined to spend the 
rest of his days in ease and comfort. His employer secured 
by patent the benefits of his invention, it being one, among 
several others, which contributed to place that manufactur
ing establishment in the foremost rank in the trade, while its 
owners attained wealth and social eminence as the re'tVard of 
their prudent enterprise. -Textile Manufacturer. 

...... 
Enll;ineering Progress. 

In a recent address on the "Status and Prospects of En
gineers," delivered before the Liverpool Engineering So
ciety, the President, Wm. Graham Smith, said that the 
scientific progression of the profession had been gradual and 
ceaseless, though the ancients had executed works of greater 
magnitude than those undertaken at the present day. 
Among the familiar examples of ancient prowess are Lake 
Moeris, an irrigation reservoir 150 square miles in extent; I the pyramids of Gizeh, constructed 5,000 years ago. Tubal 
Cain was a worker in metals, and to show the ancient lineage 
of the profession, George Smith has ascertained from an an
cient tablet that the title "Master of Works" existed in 
Assyria 700 B. C. The remains of works are to be found in 
Egypt, China, and indeed all over the world, clearly deno
ting that the ancients possessed great engineers. Among 
the ancient titles known are those of " Lord of Canals" and 
"Establisher of Irrigation Works." Vast as are the works 
of the ancients, they by no means exhibit skill equal to that 
shown at the present day. The Suez Canal and Mt. Cenis Tun
nel, through nature's barriers to national intercommunication 
have been opened by the skill of men now living. The 'blow: 
ing up of the mass of rocks in the Hell Gate, the deepening 
of the MissiSSippi river, the construction of the East River Bridge, New York, and the great underground railways of 
London, are all instances of the scientific progress of engi
neering, and will long remain to immortalize the names of 
their builders. 
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THE REPRODUCTION OF MUSICAL TONES BY ELECTRO- ber of which are produced i n  a given time, and of which we 

MAGNETISM. thus become cognizant, is called a tone. If several simple 
The following observations on the subject of the reproduc- tones are produced simultaneously, the sound conducting 

tion of musical tones through the agency of electro-magne- medium is subjected to a force which is the resultant of sev
tism have recently been presented by Philip Reis, at the eral simultaneously existing forces acting upon each other 
Free Institute at Frankfort-on-the-Main, and we find them according to the ordinary laws of mechanics. In accordance 
translated into the Journal of the Telegraph: The problem with this principle we may construct from the condensation 
is to produce by the action of the voltaic current audible sig- curves representing several simultaneous tones a single re
nals or tones instead of visible signs. In the process of re- sultant curve which will correctly represent the effect pro
producing tones by electro-magnetism an artificial imitation duced upon the ear, 
of the mechanism of the human ear is employed, consisting 

I 
Fig. 1 shows a curve representing a composite tone formed 

of a stretched membrane corresponding to the tympanum, by the combination of three simple tones, in which all the 
relations of the components return successively. 

Fig. 2 represents such a curve formed of more 
than three tones, in which the relations do not 
appear so distinctly, but a musical expert will 
readily recognize them, even when it would be dif-
ficult in practice for him to distinguish the simple 
tones in such a chord. We can understand by ref-

f erence to Fig. 3 why it is that the ear is so disagree
ably affected by a discord. 

c 

• 
1 

Fig. 4.-REIS' MUSICAL TELEPHONE. 

which by its vibrations opens and closes an electric circuit 
extended to a distant station by a metallic conductor. 

If we analyze the process by which the ear distinguishes a 
simple sound, we find that a tone results from the alternate 
expansion and condensation of an elastic medium. If this 
process takes place in the medium in which the ear is sit
uated, namely, the atmosphere, then at each recurring con
densation the elastic membrane or tympanum will be pressed 
inward, and these vibrations will be transmitted, by the 

TONE CURVES. 
mechanism above referred to, to the aurIcular nerves. The 
greater the degree of condensation of the elastic medium in 
a given time, the greater is the amplitude of the movement 
of the tympanum, and consequently of the mechanism which 
acts upon the nerves. A series of vibrations, a definite uum-
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The apparatus of Professor Reis is so constructed 
as to respond to these sonorous vibrations, however 
complex, while the application of the electric current 
thereto renders it possible to reproduce similar vi
brations at any required distance. In this manner 
mu"ical tones may be telegraphically transmitted 
from one point to another. 

Referring to Fig. 4, A is the transmitting and B 
the receiving apparatus, which are supposed to be 
situated at different stations. For the sake of clear. 
ness, the appliances by which the apparatus is ar
ranged for reciprocal transmission in one direction 
or the other have been omitted. The tone-transmit
ter, A, Fig. 4, is on the one hand connected by a 
metallic conductor with the tone receiver, B, at the 
distant station, and on the other with the battery, C, 
and the earth, or the return conductor. It consists 
of a conical tube, a b, about 6 inches in length, and 
having a diameter of 4 inches at the larger and H 
inch at the smaller end. It has been found by ex
periment that the material of which the tube is con
structed has no influence upon the action of the ap
paratus, and the same is true as to its length. An 
increase in the diameter of the tube is found to im
pair the effect. The inner surface of the tube should 
be made as smooth as possible. The smaller or rear 
end of the tube is closed. 

In order to prevent the interference occasioned by 
the action of the sonorous vibrations of the atmos
phere' upon the back side of the membrane, when 
making use of the apparatus, it is advisable to place 
a disk about 20 inches in diameter upon the tube, ab, 
in the form of a collar or flange, at right angles to 

its longitudinal axis. 
The tone receiver, B, Fig. 4, consists of an electro-magnet, 

m, mounted upon a sounding box or resonator, w, and inclu
ded in the circuit of the electrical conductor from the trans
mitting station. Facing the poles of the electro-magnet is 
an armature which is attached to a broad but thin and 
l ight plate, i, which should be made as long as possible. 
The lever and armature are suspended from the upright sup
port, k, in the manner of a pendulum, its motion being reg
ulated by the adjusting screw, I, and the spring, B-

In order to increase the volume of sound, the tone receiver 
may be placed at one of the focal points of an elliptical cham
ber of suitable size, while the ear of the listener is placed at 
the other focal point. 

The operation of the apparatus is as follows: When the 
different parts are in a state of rest, the electric circuit is 
closed. If an alternate condensation and rarefaction of the 
air in the tube, a b, is produced, by speaking, singing, or 
playing upon a musical instrument, a corresponding motion 
is communicated to the membrane, and from thence to the 
lever, c d, by which means the electric circuit is alternately 

! opened and closed at dg, each condensation of the air in the 
. tube cllusing the circuit to be broken, and each rarefaction 
in like manner causing it to be closed. Thus the electro
magnet, m m, of the apparatus at B becomes demagnetized or 
magnetized, accordingtothe alternate condensations and rare
factions of the body of air contained in the tube, a b, and 
consequently the armature of the electro-magnet is thrown 
into vibrations corresponding to those of the membrane in 
the transmitting apparatus. The plate, i, to which the arm
ature is attached, transmits the vibrations of the latter to the 
surrounding atmosphere, which in turn conveys them to the 
ear of the listener. 

It will be seen therefore, that the result produced by this 
apparatus is not the veritable transmission of sound by means' 
of the electric current, but is simply a reproduction of the 
tones at some other point, by setting in action at this point 
a similar cause, and thereby producing a similar effect. It 
must, however, be admitted, that while the apparatus which 
has been described reproduces the original vibrations with 
perfect fidelity so far as their number and interval are con
cerned, their intensity or amplitude cannot as yet be trans
mitted. The accomplishment of this latter result, therefore, 
must await the further development of the invention. 

It is in consequence of this defect in the apparatus that 
the more inconsiderable differences of the original vibrations 
are distinguished with great difficulty, that is to say, the 
vowel sounds are heard with more or less indistinctness, for 
the reason that the character of each tone depends not merely 
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upon the number of the sonorous vibrations, but upon their nitro-glycerin and 50 per cent of mica scales or fine sand is perimenters supposed that a lime light could be obtained, 
intensity or amplitude also. This also accounts for the ob- very wet and leaky, and explodes almost as easily as the and the danger and cost of making oxygen gas could be dis
served fact that while chords and melodies are transmitted liquid oil. pensed with. But all experiments in this direction had 
and reproduced with a surprising degree of accuracy, single An explosion of dynamite occurred in San Francisco while proved a failure for the reason that the high temperature 
words as pronounced in reading or speaking were but indis- the powder was being prepared for a large blast underwater. jet is exceedingly small, and only illuminates a tiny spot of 
tinctl.y heard, although in this case also the inflections of 'fhe loose powder, in the course of being packed into cart· the lime; if made larger in size the temperature falls too 
the voice, interrogative, exclamatory, etc. , could be dis- ridges, was, it is represented, set on fire from the pipe of a low to be of service for this purpose. From the outcome of 
tinguished without difficulty, workman, and before it could be extinguished the fire reached some experiments in a totally different direction he obtained 

.. , • , .. exploders in other cartridges. what is possibly the germ of a practically available light, 
Nitro-Glycerin Exploslves--Thelr Storage and DUALIN. having a distinct actinic or chemical power, and is white, 

Transportation. Dualin is a diversified mixture, from the saturation of pop_ I showing all c�l�rs precisely as in daylight. The little 
The use of high explosives is constantly on the lllcrease, lar pulp with nitro-glycerin, to 60 per cent of nitro-glycerin I furnace he eXhIbIted, although a toy to look at, would, he 

and the problems of safe manufacture, handling, and trans- 40 per cent of sawdust, etc., ek. In the case of dualin, the stat�, melt with ease one half pound or more of copper, 
portation of such substances have become matters of very lower the temperature the more sensitive it is to friction. : cas� Iron, and steel, and he thought wit� a sl�ght modifi
great importance. Gunpowder and gun cotton have been en- A bill was introduced at the late special session of Congress c�hon would fuse ?latmum. It would wIth a sImple blow
tirely superseded for blasting and mining purposes by nitro- to amend the law in relation to the transportation of such pI�e soften a crucIble of the most refractory clay. The 
glycerin, dynamite, and dualin; and nitro-glycerin has now explosives but we have heard no further of it M�n�ng Journal gives Mr. Fletcher's relation of the discovery: 
given place to the explosive powders formed from it. These The pre�ent United States law bearing on the subject was Some time ago needing a small block of caustic lime 
are, in brief, a mixture of nitro-glycerin with any non-fusi- passed July 3, 1866, before dynamite was invented and was WhICh he had not at hand, he put a bit of limestone in his 
ble (sometimes fusible) powder, the proportion of the admix- designed to regulate the transportation of nitro:glycerin. furnace:o burn the carbonic. aci� out. . On looking at it in 
ture being the gauge of the explosive force. By the use of There is some doubt as to its application to the nitro-glycerin a few m!�utes he fo�nd the h�e Illummate� the workshop, 
these explosive powders or pastes many undertakings become compounds. In a case before the United States District and the ,Ight was pamful to tile eyes. ThIS suggested the 
possible which otherwise would not have been attempted; Court for the Northern DirJrict of New York it was held. pomt that if an ordinary lime cylinder were protected by a 
much time is saved, and fully one third of the former cost. that dynamite or" giant's powder" was not within the law; I �on-co�ducting casi�g ove� all parts e::cept ,;hen the. light 
The great silver mines of Nevada are blasted exclusively by but there is no certainty of this as an established interpreta- IS reqUlred, � go�d hght mIght be obtamed. The casmg �e 
dynamite and similar compounds; they are in general use in tion. Under the law, such compounds cannot be carried on use,s to the lIme IS the same as that of the furnace-that IS, 
the mines of California, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, Missouri, public conveyances unless packed in metallic cases, the lat- a mixture of one p.art ganister or refractory �lay, and six of 
Michigan, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and New York, and tel' surrounded with plaster-of-paris, and outside must be sawdust, rammed m a mould and fired. ThIS makes after 
very extensively throughout the United States, for all work placed the mark, "Nitro-glycerin-Dangerous." burning a firm cellular mass, in texture almost like pumice 
requiring explosive force. There is much deception and smuggling of the various ar- stone, and its power of retaining heat is such that in this 

NITRO-GLYCERIN. ticles as other freight, and surreptitious freight may be put casing, which is only t inch thick, he can melt t lb. of cast 

Nitro-glycerin, which may be called the base of all modern along with passenger trains. As almost all transportation iron with a simple blowpipe, and can then take the furnace, 

explosive powders, is a light colored, oily liquid, about 50 of these compounds extends through more than one State, crucible, and all in his hand without feeling the heat to any 

per cent heavier than water, which gravity causes it when State laws with diverse requirements could afford no relief; inconvenient extent. As a jacket for ordinary furnace work 

poured into a bore hole filled with water to sink and displace but it seems just that the General Government should also this mixture will, perhaps, prove one of the most valuable 

the latter. Its manufacture is quite simple: 2t parts, by recognize and enact according to the discriminations made materials, in all the places except where exposed to me

weight, of strong nitric acid are mixed with 5 parts of strong at the present stage of experience and knowledge of the sub. chanical wear. 'fhe lime light burner which he exhibited 

sulphuric acid; after this mixture has cooled, 1 part of pure stances-not giving too much credence to claims of safety is simply a block of lime partially cased with this material, 

glycerin is carefully added, and stirred in, care being taken set up either by the manufacturers or users of the sub- and .a bl?wpipe. of ?rdinary co�struction, except that the 

to keep the temperature below 700 Fah. The nitro-glycerin, stances. The following are some main points for a just and, gas 18 llllxed wIth all' to a certam extent before the blower 

which quickly forms, is then separated and carefully washed fair law: i commences to act on it. Owing to this previous mixture, 

in cold water. The explosive force of nitro-glycerin is 1. Great restriction or entire prohibition of transportation th� blow�r has less ai� to supply, an� the combust�on is 

generally computed as ten times that of gunpowder, but this of liquid nitro-glycerin or of any leaky powders with in- qUlcker; m fact, so rapId and perfect IS the combustIOn of 

is rather an overestimate; still it is undoubtedly the highest spection to secure such'result. Frozen nitro-glyc�rin to be gas that this blowpipe on a l�rger scale may c?mpete with 

explosive force known at present. permitted in refrigerating cars, and on freight trains only. the hot blast. A .sheet of platmumgauze held m t�e hottest 

Experiments made by military committees in Europe have 2. Permission for dry explosive powders to be carried on part of t�e flame IS fused �nd perforated a?most I�sta�tly, 

further confirmed that the sensibility of nitro-glycerin to freight cars only, or on trains not carrying passengers. I 
an� the lIme becomes sufficlCntly heated to gIve a whIte lIght, 

mechanical shocks is much less when frozen than when 3. Explosive powders to be packed exclusively in regula-
I 
WhICh he had tested, and found to be equal to about 95 can-

tI'on cases. dIes. This flame is noisy and quite unfit for the magic lan-
liquid. In the transition state, however, the sensibility seems 
to be rather increased, especially in respect to light shocks, 4. Percussion caps or exploders, or any article that might tern. :rh�re is, however, the possible germ of a greater 

such as those arising from packing for transport ,' this is con- extraneously cause explosion, not to be permitted in the same future m It. 
---------__ • __ �I.�'-.. -------------

firmed by the experience of the laboratory and factory. To car or vessel with the powders. 
obviate such difficulty, such places and the sheds where cart- 5. Each package should be plainly marked on the outside 
ridges are made are now heated by water, as the agent best with the names and proportions of the various ingredients. 
fitted to distribute an equable temperature. There is some discussion as to the comparative safety of 

A paper recently translated by Captain Hess, for the Insti- metal, wood, and paper cases for the powders. It is a ques
tution of Civil Engineers, London, gives some valuable in- tion of vibration. Some form of nitro-glycerin-possibly 
formation on the subject of freezing the nitro-glycerin. It dualin-was in a can at the Hoosac Tunnel, in contact with 
appears that though in the purest form, as tri-nitro-glycerin a rail, and about 350 feet from a blast. The agitation of the 
(containing 18'5 per cent of nitrogen), the freezing point is can, caused by the vibration of the rail, produced an explo
from 39° to 53'6° Fah. (accordin.g to Ott), there is generally a sion, which, it is presumed, would not have occurred had 
considerable mixture of the ethers with the commercial arti-

I 
the vessel been of wood or paper. 

cle, causing it to bear, before congealing, sometimes a tem- Herr Gossie, of Antwerp, constructs, either in a railway 
perature as low as 17'6° Fah. According to Champion, some car or in the earth, a water-tight reservoir, divided by means 
blasting oils would not solidify in a temperature of 50 to 10° of T and angle irons into compartments of equal capacity, 
Fah. Zero, which could easily be obtained and maintained in which the explosives (suitably packed in water-tight 
by means of freezing mixtures or highly volatile fluids, boxes) are placed after the reservoir is filled with water.
would render the storage and transportation of this danger- .American Exchange and Review. 

The White Incrustation on Bricks. 

At a meeting of the Philadelphia County Medical Society, 
held December 26, this subject was reported upon by the 
Committee on Microscopy, Dr. Jos. G. Richardson, chair
man. The committee decided the white deposit to be sul
phate of ma.gnesia, better known as epsom salts. In the de-· 
posit, the microscope revealed the presence of epithelial 
scales from the human skin, and the debris of many plants. 
The sulphuric acid comes from the coal gas and the coal 
burned in the city; the base, or magnesia, is from the bricks 
thelllSelves, a large quantity being found in the clay of which 
they are made. It is not regarded as in any way injurious, 
though quite unsightly and destructive to the walls. This 
coating may be prevented by a thick coat of paint on the 
wall, or the immersion of the bricks before use in a bath of 
sulphuric acid, and subsequently to the action of running 
water. 

ous liquid comparatively safe. In change of location, how- .. , • , .. .. , • , .. 
ever, where a much warmer temperature may be encountered, 

I 
OrIgIn of the Letter Stamp. Relative Cost or Water and Steam Powers. 

the danger would soon be as great as ever. With the explo- The alleged origin of the stamp had a tinge of romance in The cost of the water power equipment at Lowell was, 
sive oils of commerce, as a rule, congelation takes place par- - it. It was thirty-seven years ago that Rowland Hill, while for canals and dams, $100, and for wheels, etc. , another 
tially, and under the influence of lengthened cold the process crossing a district in the North of England, arrived at the $100, per horse power. But this, as a first experiment, was 
of thawing is slow and gradual. door of an inn where a postman had stopped to deliver a let· more costly than a similar equipment need be. At Saco, the 

DYNAMITE. tel'. A young girl came out to receive it; she turned it over expense incnrred was $175 per hor�e power; but at a later 
Dynamite, which, as already menaoned, is, in its various in her hand and asked the price of postage. This was a period, for turbines with high heads, the expense would be 

forms of powder, the next in force to nitro-glycerin, was large sum, and �v�dently the �irl was poor, for t�e postman less. A construction and equipment, solidly carried out, 
commenced as a manufacture in 1867, and the quantity now demanded a shlllmg. She sighed sadly, and saId the letter with the latest improvement in wheels, would not cost over 
annually made in the United States and Europe reaches i was from her brother, but she had no mone::; so . she re- $200 per horse power, and would, under favorable circum-
15,000,000 pounds; and it must continue to increase. One' turned the letter to the postman. Touched wIth pIty, Mr. stances, cost less. An estimate at Penobscot was for $112.50 

remarkable fact deserves attention: that, whereas in mixtures Hill paid the postage and gave the letter to the girl, who per horse power. If the construction be with wooden dams, 
of gunpowder and the fulminates with inert substances the seemed very much embarrassed. Scarcely had the postman and the equipment with lower grade wheels, then the cost 
explosive power is diminished in proportion to the adultera- turned his back when the young inn-keeper's daughter con- would be about $50 per horse power; and although the con
tion-the direct effect being to make the combustion less fessed .that it was a trick between her and her brother. struction would be less permanent than the more solid, it 
rapid-on the other hand the absorbents used in the nitro- I Some SIgns on the envelope told her all she wanted to know, would outlast any steam apparatus. On the other hand, 
glycerin powder do not strictly retard its explosion in any but the letter contained no writing. "We are both so Fall River estimates of steam equipment, exclusive of foun
degree, but they add vastly to the safety in handling and poor," she added, "that we invented this mode of corre- dations and engine houses, run from $100 to $115 per horse 
transportation. A mixture of the oil, in proper proportion, spon.de�ce w�thout paying f.or our. letters." Th.e . traveler, I power. A Boston authority gives $115 per horse power for 
with pulverized infusorial earth, charcoal, chalk, ashes, or contmulllg hIS road, asked hImself If a system gIVlllg place I nominal 300 horse power and upward, inclusive of founda
plaster-of-paris, makes a comparatively dry powder, but of I to such frauds was not a vi?ious one. Befor� sunset Row- tions and masonry. Similarly, a Portland authority places 
high explosive power, with the great advantage of standing lan� had. planned to org�Illze the postal serVICe on a new it at $100 per horse power. The actual cost of steam equip-
much hard usage. baSIs-WIth what success IS known to the world. ment in the water works of various cities of the United 

How, then, is it exploded? The ordinary means is by the .. , • , .. States varies from $150 to $300 per horse power.-The 
use of a heavy percussion cap, or "exploder," consisting of A New Lime Light. Water Power, Maine. 

a copper shell, like a common gun cap, and containing ten At a recent meeting of the Warrington Literary and Philo-
grains or more of fulminate of mercury. The exploder is sophic Society (Eng.), a new lime light not requiring oxy
not fired by percussion, but by a fuse, or by electric wires in- gen gas was exhibited by Mr. Fletcher. This gentleman 
serted in contact with the fulminate. A powder made of 50 stated that until about five years ago metallurgists and others 
per cent of nitro-glycerin and 50 per cent of infusorial earth had no practically available source of heat for experimental 
is very dry, and cannot be exploded except by a triple force work giving temperatures between that of an ordinary gas 
exploder, and when the charge is strongly and tightly con- or lamp blowpipe and the oxyhydrogen jet or electric arc. 
fined. On the other hand, a powder of 50 per cent of After the general introduction of his hot blast blowpipe, ex-
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"'.0 .. 
How to Destroy Lice on Cattle. 

S. D. says: In answer to a question asked by one of your 
correspondents, relative to destroying lice on cattle, take 
common lamp oil, mixed with kerosene-not much kerosene 
-rub along backbone and around the eyes and nose, as 
they come there to get moisture; they will soon disappear, 
Too much kerosene will take the hair off. 
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New Mechanical Inventions. devised by Mr. James Dawber, of Braidwood, 
Mr. William H. Pierce, of Tolono, Ill., Ill., is so constructed that when the car is 

has patented a new Valve Gear, in which a dumped a quantity of oil flows from an oil 
rod from the hub of the balance wheel of the c1tamber to cotton waste, from which it is 
engine connects with an upright arm having supplied to the axle. 

�w1jUt�� atild �tt'�O'ual I New Machinery at Second-hand Prices.-Two Brown 
� � C!J. & Sharp'S No. B Screw �achines t Fiye Prentice Hand 

--------------------- and Foot Lathes; Six Boiler Feed Pumps - detailed list The Oharge f(}J' Insertilm wnder this head is One Dollar free. E.l.N .Howell. 720 Filbert st .. Philadelphia Pa. 
a line for each insertilm. 

Removal.-Keu:ffel & Esser, Manufacturers and Im
porters of Mathematical Instruments and Drawing Ma .. 
terials, have removed to 127 Fulton and 42 .dnn Sts., 
New York City. 

Alcott, Mt. Holly, N. J., pledges power to equal any 
Turbine. 

a handle. and also two pins arranged equi- Mr. Michael Waters, of New York city, 
distant from the shaft, which are used for re- has invented an exceedingly ingenious appar
versing the engine. Attached to the shaft is atus for automatically replacing a car the 
an arm, which receives a movable slide, to wheels of which have run off the track. We 
whICh last the cut·off connecting rod is pivot· cannot explain the mechanism of the device . 'd f d '  I . Carpenters.-Your Saws will cut straight by using my ed. By adjusting this slide the strokes of the Without the al 0 rawmgs. ts OperatlOn, Jointer: the teeth will all be of an equal length. Sample 
piston can be lengthened or shortened, and however, is briefly as follows: As soon as the by mail,25 cts.: $2 per doz. E. Roth, New Oxford, Pa. 
the steam supply to the cylinder regulated. car wheels leave the track, broad flanged I want agents. 

Mr. Paul S. Forbes, of New York city, has auxiliary wheels take their place upon it. Plows.-Two good practical Plow Patents for sale, or 

patented a new Rotary Condenser, made of a These are rotated by the forward motion of I ��r
m
:::e��r ���:

lt
�ou��r

�:r�� ;
s:�nY��:���:�:���� 

tube COiled into wheel form, and having its 
I 
the car. Mechanism is thus set in operation I in New England in past few years; correspondence soli

ends projecting at the centers of its opposite which carries these wheels outward until cited. Address Solomon Mead, New Haven, Conn. 

sides. It is placed in the well of a vessel and they are of the same gauge as the truck wheels, Want Iron and Steel Drop Forglngs; Brass, Mall. 
Iron, and Cast Steel Castings-small. Jas. A. Field, constantly revolved in the cold water therein, and the car being also raised, the truck Milton, Mass. 

thus serving to condense the exhaust steam wheels are brought over the track. It only For the best and most practicable Brick Making Ma
from an engine connected with it. remains to lower the car by automatically chine, address Chambers Bros. & Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 

In order to avoid the work of cutting the acting devices to replace it on the rails. For Sale.-One Putnam Gear Cutter, Brown & Sharpe 

screws in a lathe and turning the head and A new Windmill, devised by Mr. John J. Universal Milling Machine, one No.2 Pratt & Whitney 

Friction Clutches warranted to save Rolling Mill Ma
chinery from breaking. Also HOisting Machines and 
Safety Elevators. D. Frisbie & Co., New Haven, Conn. 

For Sale.-An Elevator, with Carriage, suitable for a 
HoteL Apply to Morgan & Co., 154 South 4 th St., Phila
delphia, Pa. 

For Solid Wrought Iron Beams, etc., see advertise
ment. Address Union Iron Mills, Pittsburgh, Pa., for 
lithograph, etc. 

Felt of every description for Manufacturers' purposes, 
especially adapted for POlishing, can be furnished in any 
thickness, size, or shape. Tingue, House & Co., Manu ... 
facturers. Salesroom, 69 Duane St., N. Y. Factory at 
Glenville, Conn. 

Bound Volumes of the Scientific American.-I have 
on hand about 200 bound volumes of the Scientific Amer
ican, which I will sell (singly or together) at $1 each, to 
be sent by express. See advertisement on page 29. 
John Edwards, P. O.Box 773, N. Y. 

Ice Machines. Clayton & Cook, Daretown, N. J. 

Screw Machine Wire Feed, one New York Steam Engine stand, Mr. William Guthrie, of Galva, Ill., Kimball, of N apierville, Ill. , embodies two Co.'s Shaper, 8 in. stroke. Bullard Machine Co., 14 Dey 
has devised a new Jack, both the male and wheels which are geared together and so con- St., New York. (1) R. R. R. asks for a recipe for mending 

china? A. Make a paste of powdered quicklime and female screws of which are cut in ordinary structed and arranged that the wind which Wanted. -2d hand modern Planer in good order, 24 to 
white of egg and apply it to the parts to be united. 

bolt and nut cutting machines, and both the escapes through one wheel will reach on the 3() in. x 6 to 8 ft. long ; power cross, dtJwn and angle feed. 
Address O. Canuteson, Lock Box 108, Waco, Texas. How is the first span or wire made in building a sus-

head of the male screw and the case or stand blades of the other one. The speed of the For Sale. - A  well established Engine business; small 
pension bridge, where it is impossible for a boat to 

of the female screw are accurately cast upon wheels may be regulated, and they are caused capital' large profits: plenty of orders: new patterns: 
cross? A. A kite can be used to carry a string across, 

E . and by means of the string a rope is pulled over. the screws after the latter are cut. to edge more or less to the wind as the force good style. Will take part pay in ngines. A good open-

Mr. Benjamin W. Hoyt, of Manchester, of the same increases or diminishes. ing for a party with large shop and no work. Address (2) C. M. says: I have a cellar floor ce-
Engine, Worcester, Mass. mented with ordinary Newark cement. A fine dust N. H., has invented a Lath Holder for tempo· Messrs. George and Thomas Shaw, of Du- Monkey Wrench, U. S. Patent, for sale, for $500 net. sweeps from it every time it is swept. Is there any 

rarily supporting laths at any height on the kinfield, England, have patented a Machine Address Chas. A. Corman, Cochituate, Mass. preparation of silicate of soda or water glass that will 
wall. It is made of two hinged sections for Polishing Vegetable Fibers, such as are For best Sulky Plow made, apply to E. C. Eaton, cover this cement so as to glaze it, and prevent the sur· 
that turn on a swiveled top piece, with sup- used for brush making. The material is Pinckneyville,lll. face cement from such abrasion? A. No: none that 

S'I e Plate's Sets f A ate r $5 Batte 'es Baths would serve practically as a remedy. A cheap earthen porting hooks. The lower part has a cross- heated with a dressing of sizing mixture and 1 v r r or m U , . fl ,  , 
Silver Solution, and Connections. Union Silver Plating or cement tile wouldafford the relief sought. There Is 

piece with curved or braced arms, like a then submitted to the action of brushes, co., Princeton, Ill. a tile made of cement concrete, having a cement face 
basket, for holding the laths, and the middle whereby they are rendered lustrous and in a Wanted.-A Second-hand Engine and Boiler, about hardened by a patented process, that promises to be 
part additional pointed arms or hooks for be- measure waterproof. three horse power. W.W.Oliver, Buffalo, N. Y. very useful in situations like those that you refer to, 

ing supported on the studding of the wall. Mr. George J. Kautz, of Emporium, Pa., ScLAm.-Last 22 va Is. at 50 cts. Box 135,Ipswich,Mass. but it is not yet put upon the market by a manufacture 
sufficient to supply the demand that will arise forit. An improved combined Wrench and Vise has devised a new Sawing Machine, which is Self-Feeding Upright Drilling Machine, of superior 1. Is a wirerope of galvanized iron wire, sal' of the 

has been patented by Mr. Homer T. Gates, an improvement on the apparatus patented construction; drills holes from ¥ to � inches in diam- size of one's forefinger, a suitable electrical conductor? eter. Pratt & Whitney Company, Hartford, Conn. of Hartford, Ohio, in the jaws of which an by him April 17, 1877. The inven tion con- Hand Fire Engines, Lift and Force Pumps for fire 
A, Yes. 2. Would such rope answer as well as an or-

object may be securely clamped by turning a sists of feed mechanism for the lumber, con- and all other purposes. Address Rumsey & Co., Seneca 
dinary iron rod of % inch iron? A. No. 

nut. The vise may be completed by simply structed of a weighted top roller and lower Falls, N. Y., U.S.A. (3) F. J. T. asks: 1. What is the nature 
inserting the handle of the wrench in a socket spiked roller, in connection with an inter- North's Patent Universal Lathe Dog; folds all shapes; of soluble glass or silicate of soda? A. It is simply a 

I . b i t ds sq are ·th the k d soda glass having a large excess of soda. It is com-made for the purpose. The construction of mittently-revolving spiked feed roller. There a ways m a ance: s an up u WI war , an 
will not" skew." S. G. North,440 N. 12th St.,Phila.,Pa. pletely dissolved by can tinued boiling in water, form-

the wrench is also such that it may be used is also a revolving circular saw, turning in a For power and durability, Alcott's Water Wheel, Mt. ing a clear sirupy liquid, used as a varnish for making 
in places where wrenches ordinarily cannot swinging frame. A lever arrangement Holly, N. J. artificial stone, etc. 2 .  Can i t  be mixed with white lead 

be used. throws the feed mechanism and saw in or out Electrical Goods of every description, Annunciators, without detriment? A. White lead (lead carbonate) may 
be mixed with it to form a brilliant white paint; but not In a new Machine for Cutting Wooden of gear by a suitable clutch device with the Bells, Batteries. Wire, Electro-plating Apparatus, etc. 
the oil lead. 3. Can it be used as a sizing for plastered 

Cogs, invented by Mr. Warren L. Morris, of driving shaft, and regulates the cutting off of Finger, Risteen & Co., Melrose, Mass. 
walls before painting without causing the paint to peel 

V· t G th tt' h d f d f th the lumber. Blake's Belt Studs are stronger, cheaper, and more 
or crack? A. No, not very well. IC ory, a. , e cu Ing ea , orme 0 e durable than any fastening for Rubber and Leather 

rotary shaft and its attached knives, has Mr. W. H. Whitely, of Joslin, Mo., has Belts. Baxter's Adjustable Wrenches fit peculiar cor- (4) J. M. H. wishes a recipe for making 
three cutting edges formed in different planes, invented a new Double Acting Pump, in ners. Manf. by Greene, Tweed & Co.,lS ParkPlace,N. Y. oiled walnut for furnitureP A. There are different pro-
and respectively used for cutting the working which there is a double valved piston with Silver Solder and small Tubing. John Holland, Cin- cesses; one is to partially fill the pores of the wood 

-, cinnati, Manufacturer of Gold Pens and Pelicil Cases. with a coat of shellac varnish first, and then to finish end of the cog, the tenon that fits in the mor- two valved suction pi pes and a discharge Chester Steel Castings Co. make castings for heavy with a coat of boiled linseed oil. The finest surface is 
tise of the cog wheel, and the shank of a cog pipe. The advantage claimed for the double gearing, and Hydraulic Cylinders where great strength given by applying a preparation called" wood-filler," 
for receiving a key for securing the former suction is that twice as much water is taken is required. See their advertisement, page 62. and then finishing with the oil. This preparation can 
in the wheel rim. up at a stroke as is the case with ordinary Patent Scroll and Band Saws. Best and cheapest in be obtained ready for use from the large paint and var-

Mr. Ira Winn, of Falmouth, Me., has pat- pumps, and that the diSCharge by short strokes use. Cordesman, Egan & Co., CinCinnati, O. nish dealers in this city. 

ented a machine for Removing Bark from is as great as when long ones are made. :For Boult's Paneling, Moulding, and Dovetailing Ma (5) M. M. G. writes: A church in this city 
chine, and other wood-working machinery, address B.C. has a motor operated by the water in the city pipes for Wood. There are a fixed and a revolving Mr. GeorgeW. Hooper, of Greene, Me., has Machinery Co., Battle Creek,Mich. the purpose of blowing their organ. The engine is an spindle for supporting and rotating the stick also devised a Double Acting Force Pump. Lansdell's Steam Siphon pumps sandy and gritty wa- oscillating one. The water enters through a 2>1l inch pipe 

to be denuded, a centering device for holding A double valve box is located at the foot of a ter as easily as clean. Leng & Ogden, 212 Pearl St., N.Y. under a pressure, say, of 251bs. After doing its work 
the stick until it is engaged by the spindles, a cylinder in which works a valveless piston. Diamond Saws. J. Dickinson, 64Nassau St., N. Y. it is discharged through a 27i) inch pipe into a cistern, 

. Id' k 'f f . h b k d Th . 'd f th I' the outlet beillg submerged to save atmospheric press-yw mg nl e or removing t e ar , an a ere IS a water way on one Sl e o  e cy In- The Turbine Wheel made by Risdon & Co., Mt. Holly ure,and then into a street sewer,say 30 faet from the en-stop for shifting the feed. der which communicates therewith at its up- N. J., gave the best resuits at Centennial test. gine. Is this discharge pipe large enough, it being the 
A new Bit Olamp for Boring Machines has per end, and also with one of the compart- 2d Hand Iron Planer built by Smith of Salem. Plane 13 same size as the inlet pipe, to carry away the water after 

been devised by Mr. Frederick Dezendorf, of ments of the double valve box. A new ft. x 30 in.: price $37 5 . A.C.Stebbins, Worcester, Mass. I it has been relieved of its pressure ?  The engine does not 

Cornwall-on-Hudson, N. Y. It may be ad- packing is used on the piston rod. Cornice Brakes. J. M. Robinson & Co., Cincinnati, 0 I work. 
satisf�ctorily. The fall in the discharge pipe to 

. d k f . A '  d P 11' d D D k Noise-Quieting Nozzles for Locomotives, Steamboats, ! t he CIstern IS, say, 8 to 10 feet, the fall occurrmg 20 feet justed to different size shan s 0 bIts to n Improve rope mg an ry oc etc. T.Shaw, 915 Ridge Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. from the engine. A. The areas of the pipes should b!! 
firmly hold the same, and consists of two Attachment for Vessels, devised by Mr. Bolt Forging Mach. & Power Hammers a specialty. inversely as. the square root .of the head of �ater in 
pins that are fulcrumed to the ends of a rigid I James Curtis, of Middletown, Mo., consists Send for circulars. Forsaith & Co. Manchester N. H. feet. In thIS case the outlet pIpe should be 3 bmes the 

T piece of a threaded center piece, and are essentially of balanced propelling wheels at F T & V'll C b'd
'
H d F' E

' . & diameter of the inlet pipe; the former discharging into 
or ow

.
n 1 age use,

. 
am an !fe ngmQ the open air. To get the full benefit of the fall of 8 or adjusted by a conical nut turning on the lat- the end of a lateral revolving shaft, in connec- Hose Camage, $350. Forsalth & Co., Manchester, N. H. 10 feet, the water should be discharged above the wa-

ter. tion with water induction and eduction John T. No,Ye & Son, Buffalo, N. �., are �anufactur- ter in the cistern, and the pipe not submerged into it. 
A new Windlass Water Elevator, patented trunks. The latter are arranged with tightly ers of Burr MIll Stones and Flour MIll Machmery of all You do not avoid·the atmospheric pressure by submerg-kinds, and dealers in Dufour & Co. 's Bolting Cloth. . th . by Mr. Thurston B. Barber, of Baltic, Conn. . closing, hinged or sliding gates that may be Send for large illustrated catalogue. mg e pIpe. 

has an improved construction of chain wheel closed, forming a cham ber or dry dock, from Power &Foot Presses, Ferracute Co., Bridgeton, N. J. (6) W. N. B. asks for a simple formula 
which prevents the chain from slipping or be- which the water is pumped for repairing the Solid Emery Vulcanite Wheels-The Solid Original for ariificial or cement stone for paving purposes? A. 

Almost all the successful processes are patented. What ing wound thereon, and improved devices for wheels. Emery Wheel-other kinds imitations and inferior. 
wl'll prove probably to be the most successful is the Caution.-Our name is stamped in full on all our best tilting the buckets, and a generally new ar- Mr. Edmund Golucke, of Crawfordsville, Standard Belting, Packing, and Hose. Buy that only. carbonizing process, which consists in subjecting the 

rangement of mechanism for lowering and Ga., has devised a new Horse Power for gin- 'rhe best is the cheapest. New York Belting and Pack- pure cement surface to a bath of carbonic acid gas un· 
raising the latter. ning cotton, threshing grain, sawing wood, Ing Company, 3'1 and 38 Park Row, N. Y. i der pressure. This gives a surface as hard as the hard-

Mr. Edward G. Hall, of Healdsburg. Cal., etc. The improvement consists chiefly in the Steel Castings from one lb. to five thousand Ibs. In- est marble. 
valuable for strength and durability. Circulars free. I (7) B. R. writes: It is well known that much has patented a new Ore Roasting Furnace construction of the gear wheels, which are P PIttsburgh Steel Casting Cn., Pittsburgh, a. I of the soap in use contains impure elements and is li-for the reduction of cinnabar ores. The ore made of wood with the cogs formed in the The best Turbine Water Wheel in use. Alcott, Mt. 

I 
able to breed disease. Cannot science give us a substl'. 

is placed in a hopper, whence it passes to a shape of tapering plugs inserted between Holly, N. J. , tute which shall be free from these objections? A. The 
drying chamber, being carried along by a fixed partitions and held by pins which are For Best Presses, Dies, and Fruit Can Tools, Bliss & use of soap is simply to furnish an alkali which with 
coned and tapered screw conveyer. During imbedded partly in the tapering plug and Williams, cor. of Plymouth and Jay Sts., Brooklyn , N.Y. water will combine with the natural oily exudation of 

the passage it is heated sufficiently to drive partly in the fixed partition, the plugs being Hydraulic Presses and Jacks, new and second hand. the skin. A little ammonia or borax may be used 
Lathes and Machinery for Polishing and Buffing metals. instead. off the volatile matter. It then goes to a held in place laterally by a removable disk E. Lyon & Co., 470 Grand St., N. Y. I How can a feverish condition of the eyeballs and eye-

wasting chamber in which is a conveyer or plate. The improvement also consists in Corliss Engine Builders, with Wetherill's improve- i lids be removed without medicine? A. Bathe :he eyes 
which carries it ultimately to another cham- the means of attaching the draft levers to the ments, Engineers, Machinists. Iron Founder., and Boiler in cold water freely, do not use them to read either by 

ber provided to receive it. The quantity of post of the king wheel, whereby they are Makers. Robt. Wetherill & Co .. Chester, Pa. I gas or lamplight or Hear a windo,:, avoid ri.ch and ?"easy 
. d f '  1 d I d '  1 c. C. Phillips, 4,048 Girard Ave., West Phila., manU-

I 
food, and keep the blood cool WIth any mlld aperlent. ore carne through the urnace IS regu ate more secure y hel m p ace. 

b rd' h h If hI ' 1 d M S h M R dfi Id f M '11 M f�Ctnres V
.
ert�cal and other Burr Mil� adapted to all (8) F. J. S. wants to know if rain water y s l ing t e opper. t e atter IS pace r. tep en . e e ,0 aryvi e, 0., kmds of grmdmg: also portable Flourmg Mills. 'will become hard in a cement cistern? A. Yes, so long over lItbe smaller portion of the conveyer, a is the inventor of an improved Tenoning Shaw's Mercury Gauges, U. S. Standard of Pressure. as there is any lime in the cement to be absorbed by the 

less quantity of ore is taken away by the Machine, in which adjustable planes are 915 Ridge Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. water. 
screw than when the hopper is adjusted over pressed upon the board by strong band Magic Lanterns, SCiopticons, Stereopticons and Views. I t 

Thebestat lowestprices. Illuetrated catalogue,140vages, (9) T. F. F. asks how to c �an car�e s 
the larger portion. springs, so that they cut equally at both 10 cts. Second-hand catalogue, to cts. Circulars free. , simply and cheaply? A. Use ox gall, 1 pmt to a pmlful 

A new Self-Oiling Axle Box for coal cars, sides when reciprocated by a hand lever. Thea. J. Harbach, 809 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa. i of water, with scrubbing brush and floor cloth, after-
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